Introduction
This chapter introduces some facts about graphene, how it was discovered, how it has been realised by several approaches and how to get its identity. Its identity is seen either through cross-sectional TEM or through its unique signature in Raman spectra. We also briefly review bottom-up and top-down synthesis approaches that have led either to few layers or monolayer graphene. We discuss the photochemical mechanisms and process of the formation of graphene, graphene's catalysis of the vanadium oxide mono-layers, the defects leading to inorganic fullerenes of vanadium dioxide/pentoxide and the wrapping of these fullerenes in triangular graphene-like envelops. A general theory and review of KrF laser beam interaction with metallorganic liquids are given. A case study of laser beam -V-(OC 2 H 5 ) 3 interaction is presented and the subsequent formation steps for graphene, V 2 O 5 layers and V 2 O 5 fullerenes are outlined.
Materials that should not exist
More than 70 years ago, Landau and Peierls [1, 2] argued that strictly two-dimensional (2D) crystals were thermodynamically unstable and could not exist. Their theory pointed out that a divergent contribution of thermal fluctuations in low-dimensional crystal lattices should lead to such displacements of atoms that they become comparable to inter-atomic distances at any finite temperature. The argument was later extended by Mermin [3] and is strongly supported by a number of experimental observations. Indeed, the melting temperature of thin films rapidly decreases with decreasing thickness, and they become unstable (segregate into islands or decompose) at a thickness of, typically, dozens of atomic layers. For this reason, atomic monolayers have so far been known only as an integral part of larger 3D structures, usually grown epitaxially on top of monocrystals with matching crystal lattices. Without such a 3D base, 2D materials were presumed not to exist until 2004, when the common wisdom was flaunted by the experimental discovery of graphene and other free-standing 2D atomic crystals (for example, single-layer boron nitride and half-layer BSCCO [4] ). These crystals could be obtained on top of non-crystalline substrates, in liquid suspension ( Fig. 1) and as suspended membranes. Importantly, the 2D crystals were found not only to be continuous but to exhibit high crystal quality. The latter is most obvious for the case of graphene, in which charge carriers can travel thousands of interatomic distances without scattering. With the benefit of hindsight, the existence of such one-atom-thick crystals can be reconciled with theory. Indeed, it can be argued that the obtained 2D crystallites are quenched in a metastable state because they are extracted from 3D materials, whereas their small size and strong interatomic bonds assure that thermal fluctuations cannot lead to the generation of dislocations or other crystal defects even at elevated temperature.
What is graphene? Known facts about graphene
Graphene is the name given to a flat monolayer of carbon atoms tightly packed into a twodimensional (2D) honeycomb lattice, and is a basic building block for graphitic materials of all other dimensionalities ( Figure 2 ). It can be wrapped up into 0D fullerenes, rolled into 1D nanotubes or stacked into 3D graphite.
Fig. 1. How graphene suspension looks like
Theoretically, graphene (or "2D graphite") has been studied for sixty years and has been widely used for describing properties of various carbon-based materials. Forty years later, it was realized that graphene also provides an excellent condensed-matter analogue of (2+1)-dimensional quantum electrodynamics, which propelled graphene into a thriving theoretical toy model. On the other hand, although known as integral part of 3D materials, graphene was presumed not to exist in the free state, being described as an "academic" material and believed to be unstable with respect to the formation of curved structures such as soot, fullerenes and nanotubes. All of a sudden, the vintage model turned into reality, when free-standing graphene was unexpectedly found around 2004 by Novoselov and Geim [5] and, especially, when the follow-up experiments confirmed that its charge carriers were indeed massless Dirac fermions [6] . So, the graphene "gold rush" has begun. A complementary viewpoint is that the extracted 2D crystals become intrinsically stable by gentle crumpling in the third dimension on a lateral scale of ≈10nm. Such 3D warping observed experimentally leads to a gain in elastic energy but suppresses thermal vibrations (anomalously large in 2D), which above a certain temperature can minimize the total free energy. Fig. 2 . Mother of all graphitic forms. Graphene is a 2D building material for carbon materials of all other dimensionalities. It can be wrapped up into 0D buckyballs, rolled into 1D nanotubes or stacked into 3D graphite [from: Geim and Novoselov, http://arxiv.org/ftp/cond-mat/papers/0702/0702595.pdf] A single atomic plane is a 2D crystal, whereas 100 layers should be considered as a thin film of a 3D material. But how many layers are needed to make a 3D structure? For the case of graphene, the situation has recently become reasonably clear. It was shown that the electronic structure rapidly evolves with the number of layers, approaching the 3D limit of graphite already at 10 layers. Moreover, only graphene and, to a good approximation, its bilayer have simple electronic spectra: they are both zero-gap semiconductors (can also be referred to as zero-overlap semimetals) with one type of electrons and one type of holes. For 3 and more layers, the spectra become increasingly complicated: Several charge carriers appear, and the conduction and valence bands start notably overlapping. This allows one to distinguish between single-, double-and few-(3 to <10) layer graphene as three different types of 2D crystals ("graphenes") [6] . Thicker structures should be considered, to all intents and purposes, as thin films of graphite. From the experimental point of view, such a definition is also sensible. The screening length in graphite is only ≈5Å (that is, less than 2 layers in thickness) and, hence, one must differentiate between the surface and the bulk even for films as thin as 5 layers. Earlier attempts to isolate graphene concentrated on chemical exfoliation . T o t h i s e n d , b u l k g r a p h i t e w a s f i r s t intercalated (to stage I) so that graphene planes became separated by layers of intervening atoms or molecules. This usually resulted in new 3D materials. However, in certain cases, large molecules could be inserted between atomic planes, providing greater separation such that the resulting compounds could be considered as isolated graphene layers embedded in a 3D matrix. Furthermore, one can often get rid of intercalating molecules in a chemical reaction to obtain a sludge consisting of restacked and scrolled graphene sheets. Because of its uncontrollable character, graphitic sludge has so far attracted only limited interest. There have also been a small number of attempts to grow graphene. The same approach as generally used for growth of carbon nanotubes so far allowed graphite films only thicker than ≈100 layers. On the other hand, single-and few-layer graphene have been grown epitaxially by chemical vapour deposition of hydrocarbons on metal substrates and by thermal decomposition of SiC. Such films were studied by surface science techniques, and their quality and continuity remained unknown. Only lately, few-layer graphene obtained on SiC was characterized with respect to its electronic properties, revealing high-mobility charge carriers. An illustration of a few layers of graphene is given in Figure 3 . Epitaxial growth of graphene offers probably the only viable route towards electronic applications and, with so much at stake, a rapid progress in this direction is expected. The approach that seems promising but has not been attempted yet is the use of the previously demonstrated epitaxy on catalytic surfaces (such as Ni or Pt) followed by the deposition of an insulating support on top of graphene and chemical removal of the primary metallic substrate. 
.1 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM )
Transmission electron microscopy is a two-dimensional microscopy technique. It is difficult to probe the third dimension by this technique. The only way to measure the thickness of graphene layers is by performing cross-sectional TEM which can be accomplished by mounting the sample such that the electrons from the gun run parallel to the surface of the graphite layer. Naturally, graphene edges tend to fold and often show wrinkles in the sheet. Close analysis of the fold edge allows for the ability to count the number of layers.
Atomic force microscopy
By atomic force microscopy (AFM) technique, one is able to view the graphene layer in all the three dimensions. From many studies, AFM images for graphene will range from 0.5 nm to 1.5 nm depending on the chemical contrast between the graphene layer and the substrate. For this reason, determination of the thickness of monolayer of graphene by AFM has to be corroborated by other available techniques such as TEM as mentioned already.
Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy of carbon materials offers a very important versatility in distinguishing the structures carbon displays viz: amorphous carbon (a-C), tetrahedrally amorphous carbon (ta-C), graphite, highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), carbon nanotubes, carbon fullerens, diamond and now graphene. Since graphene is but a single layer of graphite, its Raman signature should contain most of the features that are contained in the graphite's Raman signature. However, there two distinct features that stand out in a monolayer graphene that one cannot see in even two-layer graphene: (1) the slight upshift of the G peak by about 5 cm -1 and (2) the enhancement of graphite's shoulder peak to secondorder D peak (named traditionally as G) to the expense of the main G peak. When excitation laser wavelength in the Raman spectrometer is changed from 514 nm to 633 nm, the signatures become slightly noisy without much noticeable change in the phonon wave-numbers as illustrated in Fig 7. Also, the single 2690 cm -1 phonon from the one-layer graphene is replaced by a main phonon at 2710 cm -1 with the 2690 cm -1 becoming its shoulder in multi-layer graphite 
Brief review on graphene synthesis 2.1 Top-down versus bottom-up approaches to the realisation of graphene
In a top-down approach, graphene is derived from graphite contained in a pencil lead that we use in everyday life ( Figure 9 ) by stripping layers from a bulk sample. Methods such as the Scotch tape stripping, ion sputtering, pulsed laser deposition, ball milling and arc discharge are all examples of top-down approaches. Bottom-up routes involve starting at atomic scale and building up atom by atom to the desired final size of the material. Synthesis routes such as chemical vapour deposition (CVD), wet chemistry or the so-called Fischer-Tropsch synthesis, ion implantation, pyrolysis can be regarded as examples of bottom-up approaches. We will review some of these approaches in the sections that follow with regard to the realisation of graphene.
Chemical vapour deposition
Chemical vapour deposition techniques involve, in general, the decomposition of fluid (gas and liquid sprays) at high temperature to form either thin films on substrates or powders through filters. There are many forms of CVD including: hot wire CVD, thermal CVD, plasma enhanced (PE) CVD, radio-frequency (RF) CVD, ultrasonic spray pyrolysis (USP) among many derivatives. A typical system is illustrated in Figure 10 . Graphene synthesis by this method has been reported from around 2008 [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , that is, about four years after the discovery of single layer graphene by physical exfoliation. Table 1 summarizes some of the conditions for obtaining single to few layer graphene on various substrates employing the stipulated catalysts in each case. Note that the list is not exhaustive. Before 2000 [19, 20] , only C 14 N to C 16 N (or N doped graphene) layers are reported. 
Arc discharge
In the arc discharge technique, graphite rods are used as electrodes for high voltage arc-ing. At extremely high voltages between the electrodes that are separated by very small distances, very high electric fields can be produced leading to instantaneous sparks like in a welding process. The fall-out during the discharge process is the end product that contains the carbon nano-structures. Volotskova et al [22] have reported on deterministic, single-step approach to simultaneous production and magnetic separation of graphene flakes and carbon nanotubes. In this arc discharge process, by employing magnetic fields, nanotubes and graphene are deposited in different areas. These results are very relevant to the development of commerciallyviable, single-step production of bulk amounts of high-quality graphene. Also Li et al [23] have reported the existence of double layered graphene sheets in their arc discharge "debris".
Fischer-Tropsch synthesis
The Fischer-Tropsch process (or Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis) is a set of chemical reactions that convert a mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen into liquid hydrocarbons. The process, a key component of gas to liquids technology, produces a petroleum substitute, typically from coal, natural gas, or biomass for use as synthetic lubrication oil and as synthetic fuel. The F-T process has received intermittent attention as a source of low-sulfur diesel fuel and to address the supply or cost of petroleum-derived hydrocarbons. The Fischer-Tropsch process involves a series of chemical reactions that lead to a variety of hydrocarbons. Useful reactions give alkanes, (2n+1)H 2 + nCO → C n H (2n+2) + nH 2 O, where n is a positive integer. The formation of methane (n = 1) is generally unwanted. Most of the alkanes produced tend to be straight-chain alkanes, although some branched alkanes are also formed. In addition to alkane formation, competing reactions result in the formation of alkenes, as well as alcohols and other oxygenated hydrocarbons. Usually, only relatively small quantities of these non-alkane products are formed, although catalysts favoring some of these products have been developed. . The CO conversion had reduced by 30% after 200 h, and both carbidic and polyaromatic carbon species could be detected on the catalyst using a combination of TemperatureProgrammed Hydrogenation (TPH), X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) and High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM). Using Density Functional Theory (DFT), the relative stability of different types of deposited carbon on the Co catalyst was evaluated. Extended layers of graphene were the most stable form, followed by a p4g surface carbide phase initiating from the step edges. Both are more stable than surface CH 2 groups by 99 and 79 kJ/mol. Also Swart et al [25] have studied the possible catalyst deactivation mechanisms in the FTS synthesis of graphene overlayer by elucidating the adsorption of graphene on the fccCo(111) surface. A chemical interaction between the graphene sheet and the cobalt surface was observed as evidenced by the partial DOS and Bader charge analysis. The adsorption energy was found to be small when normalized per carbon atom, but becoming large for extended graphene sheets. Graphene removal from the surface via lifting or sliding was considered. The energy barrier for sliding a graphene sheet is lower than the barrier for lifting, but the energy barriers become significant when placed into the context of realistic catalytic surfaces in the nano-meter range.
Also Nolan et al [26] have deposited graphene on metal catalysts by this method. Carbon formed from CO in CO 2 at around 500°C deposited as nanotubes and encapsulating carbons on a supported Ni catalyst without H 2 or as filaments if H 2 was present. By a thermodynamic model, they explained how hydrogen in low concentrations controls filament morphology and why equilibrium is shifted from that for graphite during carbon deposition. Carbon deposition reaction rates at low carbon activity in the absence of hydrogen were reported. When hydrogen was present, a series of hydrocarbons formed, as in fuel synthesis (Fischer-Tropsch) chemistry. Surface vinyl species that have been recently shown to be intermediates in Fischer-Tropsch chemistry also polymerized to form graphene. The formation of vinyls from CO and H via surface alkyls occurred at a greater rate than methane formation when the supply of hydrogen was limited. Hydrogen from the bulk catalyst metal (not surface adsorbed) hydrogenates the surface alkyls, indicating that hydrogen solubility may control the metal-catalyzed formation of various hydrocarbons and eventually solid graphitic carbon.
High Temperature High Pressure technique
Graphene has been produced by a high pressure-high temperature (HPHT) growth process from the natural graphitic source material by utilising the molten Fe-Ni catalysts for dissolution of carbon [27] . The method may lead to a more reliable graphene synthesis and facilitate its purification and chemical doping.
Sputtering
During the co-sputtering of C and Cu into a carbon matrix [28] , a demixing (segregation) occurs of the carbon and copper species due to their very low solubilities that leads to the formation of nanometric copper precipitates homogeneously distributed in a more or less graphitic matrix. These precipitates have an elongated shape in the direction of the thin film growth. When the deposition was performed at 273 K for copper atomic concentrations C Cu > 55%, as well as for all thin films synthesized at 573 K whatever the C Cu value, the formation of graphene layers parallel to the surface of the copper precipitates was observed so that an encapsulation of the Cu aggregates in carbon cages occurs.
Wet chemistry and sonication
Graphene-like carbon sheets can be synthesized, for instance, from adamantane in the solution phase at ambient temperature. Adamantane, C 10 H 16 , has a tetracyclic ring structure with four cyclohexanes in chair conformation. The two dimensional carbon structures have been obtained by introducing ferrocene as the catalyst precursor and adamantane as the carbon source under sonication [29] , proving that cyclohexane structures in adamantane can serve as a building block for graphene formation. The synthesized carbon sheets were characterized and confirmed by X-ray diffraction, high-resolution electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy. Also, nanostructured CN x thin films were prepared by supersonic cluster beam deposition (SCBD) [30] . Films containing bundles of well-ordered graphene multilayers, onions and nanotubes embedded in an amorphous matrix were grown alongside purely amorphous films by changing the deposition parameters. Graphitic nanostructures were synthesized without using metallic catalysts.
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Unzipping of SWCNT into monolayer graphene
A very ingenious idea on realising a monolayer graphene by unzipping single wall carbon nanotubes has been reported recently [31] . At this scale, the unzipping, has been accomplished by harsh acids and the right thermodynamic conditions. A computer generated illustration of the unzipping process is illustrated in Figure 12 . 
Carbon implantation into catalyst substrates
Ion implantation method for large-scale synthesis of high quality graphene films with controllable thickness has been demonstrated [32, 33] . Thermally annealing polycrystalline nickel substrates that have been ion implanted with carbon atoms results in the surface growth of graphene films whose average thickness is controlled by implantation dose. The implantation synthesis method can be generalized to a variety of metallic substrates and growth temperatures, since it does not require a decomposition of chemical precursors or a solvation of carbon into the substrate.
Graphene by laser solution photolysis
Laser synthesis methods have been of particular interest [34, 35] . The coherent, intense and almost monochromatic laser light allows it to be tuned to selectively dissociate specific bonds in a precursor molecule either by resonance between the laser frequency and the bond's natural frequency or via multi-photon absorption. This leads to products that can be unique and different from those obtained by traditional thermal deposition techniques. In this work, we followed a process called laser solution photolysis (LSP) that h a s b e e n u s e d p r e v i o u s l y t o o b t a i n F e P t u l t r a -f i n e p o w d e r s [ 3 6 ] . O r g a n o -m e t a l l i c precursors containing Fe and Pt, respectively were employed in the presence of a polymer. The polymer was employed to reduce agglomeration of the nano-particles produced. Further examples of the technique include, gold nanoparticles produced by UV light irradiation of gold chloride [37] [38] [39] , iron-based nanoparticles produced by utilising UV light absorbing ferrocene and iron(II) acetylacetonate [40, 41] and laser ablation in a solid-liquid interface [42, 43] .
In a study where metal ethoxide precursors, which were produced from metal chlorides reacted with ethanol, were employed in conjunction with the KrF laser at a wavelength of 248 nm to produced not only quantum dots but also graphene layers. Triangular envelope-like structures of about 400 nm on each side of the triangle are the predominant polymorphs. The triangles are thin layers of VO x with an interplanar spacing of 3.75 Å as shown in Fig. 13 . Observed at higher magnification, the layers were found to be envelopes containing spherical nano-particles with an average size of 6 nm. These VO x quantum dots which can be solid (multi-walled) spheres or VO x fullerenes are found to have the same size distribution. The strong and broad absorption peak at 598 cm -1 with its shoulder at 730 cm -1 can be assigned to the O-W-O stretching vibrations in the WO3 structure, whereas the 916 cm -1 peak corresponds to the W=O surface stretching modes due to dangling oxygen bonds. The red-shift from the Raman allowed 960 cm -1 to the IR allowed 916 cm -1 could be due to the loading of carbon on these bonds. Carbon doping is confirmed by the presence of the peaks assigned to the C-O bonding at 1,000 and 1,054 cm -1 ; these could not be observed in Raman spectroscopy for reasons not established yet. The 1,600 cm -1 phonon frequency assigned to the perfect graphite's aromatic carbon ring is confirmed by FTIR as previously seen in Raman spectroscopy. The group of absorption peaks from 3,000 to 3,550 cm -1 have previously been assigned to OH bonds which suggest that some terminal oxygen atoms in the WO 3 structure are not only bonded to the carbon aromatic rings but also to hydrogen. No C-H bonds were found by FTIR. Raman spectroscopy of these structures supports the fact that there exists mixed valence of V 4+ (signified by the 300 cm -1 phonon which is an undertone of the main 600 cm -1 peak which in these samples is masked by the strong Si-Si background noise from the substrate at 520 cm -1 ) and V 5+ from 930-970 cm -1 . The peak at 1,120 cm -1 suggests the presence of C-C bonds in the VO 2 /V 2 O 5 structure. As opposed to the carbon modified WO 3 nano-platelets which showed aromatic carbon apart from C-C bonds, Raman spectroscopy showed no aromatic rings in VO 2 /V 2 O 5 triangular envelopes.
Possible mechanism of formation of the triangular envelopes made out of graphene sheets and VO x inorganic fullerenes
Since the discovery of carbon nano-tube structure in the early 1980s, Tenne and co-workers also reported similar structures in WSe 2 and MoS 2 [46] . The argument was that metal chalcogenides and oxides are also capable of arranging their unit cells in a hexagonal close packing as in carbon, thereby forming a layer of atoms whose edges leave dangling bonds. These bonds cause intense attractive forces which compel the layer to fold on itself into various shapes such as tubes, scrolls and rods. Formation of fullerenes is due to defects which are found to be pentagonal, rectangular and triangular bonds, which are possible in all transition metal compounds. Different processes of formation of, for instance, V 2 O 5 capsules [47, 48] have led authors to suggest various mechanisms. We suggest that the formation of our triangular envelopes/capsules starts with the formation of closely packed hexagonal 2-D layers when the VO x is subjected to the laser beam. This assumption is based on the known experimental and theoretical facts from computer modelling that V 2 O 5 is capable of wrapping into V 2 O 5 nano-tubes [49] either as a zig-zag framework or in an arm chair structure [50] . It is also known that a mixture of V 4+ and V 5+ in (V IV O) [V V O 4 ] .0.5 [C 3 N 2 H 12 ] can lead to a layered structure [51] . The organic layer intercalates the inorganic counterpart with the latter containing square pyramids formed by V 4+ ions and tetrahedral pyramids formed by V 5+ ions. On this layer are randomly scattered fullerenes of the same material which have self-assembled under the same laser beam. These fullerenes together with dangling bonds on the layer periphery exert intense attractive forces which cause the layer to fold on itself in a certain pattern. A schematic cartoon of the possible formation of the VO 2 /V 2 O 5 triangular envelops that encapsulate the VO 2 /V 2 O 5 QDs and the VO 2 /V 2 O 5 fullerenes are shown in Fig. 7 . A hexagonal packing in a zig-zag fashion ends up having arm-chair structure dangling bonds in the periphery of the hexagon. The dangling bonds and the van der Waal's forces from the particles sitting on the surface compel this sheeting to wrap on itself from a hexagon, through intermediate stages, into a triangular envelope. The foldings are along arm-chair structure on two sides of the triangle AEC (sides AC and EC in Fig. 16 (a) ) and along a zig-zag structure on the third side of the triangle (side AE). 
Conclusion
We have presented the known facts about graphene and shown the identification methods by Raman spectroscopy and TEM. We have also presented a review of the most recent efforts to move away from the Scotch tape techniques (first discovered by Geim and Novoselov in 2004) to large scale routes towards the synthesis of graphene. We have shown how graphene and graphene-like layers are produced in laser solution photolysis of organo-metallic solutions and how both the inorganic fullerenes and graphene layers are produced and interact with each other. A mechanism for the wrapping of such particles by a graphene sheet is also discussed.
